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When Joe Ledger and Echo Team rescue a group of American college kids held hostage in Iran,

the Iranian government then asks them to help find six nuclear bombs planted in the Mideast oil

fields. These stolen WMDs will lead Joe and Echo Team into hidden vaults of forbidden knowledge,

mass-murder, betrayal, and a brotherhood of genetically-engineered killers with a thirst for blood.

Accompanied by the beautiful assassin called Violin, Joe follows a series of clues to find the Book of

Shadows, which contains a horrifying truth that threatens to shatter his entire worldview. They say

the truth will set you free... Not this time. The secrets of the Assassin's Code will set the world

ablaze.
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I'm back in my groove and the review machine is churning now. Shoot, I even have a review of a

book for you, days before it is to be released. Bask in my awesome might. This, is Assassin's Code

by Jonathan Maberry. This is the fourth book in the Joe Ledger series of novels, a series that I have

mad love for. The Joe Ledger series is like Resident Evil without the awful dialogue and shoddy

plotting. It's like the hit FOX thriller 24 but with Bond Villains. It's like Larry Correia's Monster Hunter

series with a focus on science instead of the supernatural. And Assassin's Code? It's like all that

with a dose of Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code. This is a freaking awesome book. Seriously, if you

read my review of The King of Plagues and had any doubts about this series please just do yourself

a favor and go buy all four books. Forget about reading this review, just go buy all four books and



start reading. Thank me later.When Iran kidnaps a few American college kids hiking along in the

wilderness and accuses them of being spies, who ya gonna call? Joe Ledger and Echo Team. After

a successful rescue Joe has an unexpected meeting with one of the vilest scumbags in Iranian

politics. Joe is tipped off about the existence of several nuclear bombs planted in Middle Eastern oil

fields and asked for help. Rushing against the clock to prevent the detonation of these weapons of

mass destruction, Joe finds himself caught in the crossfire of a shadow war. A centuries old conflict,

waged by super assassins and brought about by a wicked pact. Can Joe and the DMS prevent

nuclear holocaust?So let me start by saying, WOW. Assassin's Code is the real deal. Easily the

best book in the series to date. As much as I love Patient Zero, Assassin's Code is one step above

in terms of sheer awesome.

I first caught Jonathan Maberry when I bought Patient Zero on a whim a couple of years back. Basic

story was that lunatic terrorists were creating a zombie plague (of sorts), and a hastily-assembled

tactical team attempted to take them out. In the course of the book, we were introduced to key

characters Joe Ledger (our protagonist), Ghost (his dog), Rudy (his friend and therapist), Echo

Team (the hastily-assembled tactical team), DMS (the covert agency responsible for dealing with

situations like this), and Mr Church (the boss of DMS).I've never been a huge fan of the military

operation books. Andy McNab does not grace my bookshelves (although I have the utmost respect

for him). Zombie books do, although I'm not a hardcore obsessive. So, taking a chance, I tried a

new author (something I do every now and then, usually when I've exhausted whichever author

currently has me hooked. Most recently, Preston and Child. But that's another story). I was, very

pleasantly, surprised. Ledger turned out to be an engaging character, with the sense of (often

inappropriate) humour which tickled me. That same sense of humour helps drastically in cutting

through what could be a fairly ridiculous situation. Thoroughly recommended.Anyway, following the

initial Patient Zero came Dragon Factory and The King of Plagues. Each with their own new

challenges for the developing Echo Team. Relationships and friendships built. Challenges were

faced, adversities overcome, and each would make a fine standalone adventure. But, building

behind the scenes, a bigger story started to emerge. A shadowy organisation (of Kings) bent on

twisting the world for their own purposes. And lurking in the shadows, given nothing more than a

throwaway moment, someone else.Which brings us to Assassin's Code.
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